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“Don't be warped - trawl for fish, not birds”

Use It Or Lose It
The New Zealand deepwater fleet 

In July 2008 the then Minister of 
is under close scrutiny to ensure 

Fisheries agreed to revoke the offal 
that VMPs and fleet performance 

management regulations scheduled 
measure up to expectations. 

to come in to force in September 
2008 after Industry representatives 

We are now half way through the From the desk of Admiral Albert raised concerns that these regula-
squid season, a fishery that is Ross, MBE (Mighty Big Eater) tions would be difficult to implement 
historically problematic for sea bird 

and may result in vessel safety The cousins and I really don't like interactions. It is timely to remind all 
issues. The Minister made it clear those pesky seals. Did you know operators of government expecta-
that one of the major factors that 15 fur seals have been tions around minimising seabird 
influenced this decision was that he flattened by big trucks at night on the interactions and VMPs:
was satisfied that VMPs, as pro-Kaikoura coastal highway! Guess 
posed by industry, provided a they haven't been taught to “Look - All trawlers longer than 28m must 
suitable alternative to regulating the 

have a VMP and this VMP must be right, look left, then right again” 
deepwater fleet. 

onboard the vessel.  before crossing the road. What! We 
Fishery Officers will be inspecting also hear that some 600 sea The Ministry of Fisheries (MFish) 
vessels to ensure there is capability lions did not return to breed on the was tasked to work with stake-
to follow their VMP, particularly Auckland Islands this year. While we holders on the management pro-
around offal management; think that less sea lions equals more cesses around VMPs to make sure 

“free feeds” for us, I also realise that there is robust and transparent 
- Your vessel master and crew must higher sea lion numbers equals more monitoring and auditing in place to 
be aware of and understand the time those big steel lunch boxes will support VMPs. MFish now meets 
content of their VMP; stay on the squid grounds. every month with both industry and 

environmental groups to discuss the 
- Vessels must follow their VMP at I have sent the long range scouts out performance of the VMP regime. In 
all times. to see if we can find the missing these meetings comprehensive 
Mfish observers will be auditing females. Unless they have all turned monthly reports describing vessel 
vessel performance throughout the into “lesbians” and decided not to specific performance against their 
trip and will notify Wellington if a front up to mate with those big old fat VMP (vessel names blanked out) 
vessel is not following its VMP. ugly males, something sinister has are discussed. 

happened. Either way, less breeding 
equals less pups and that 

equals less fishing time which means 
less “free feeds” for me and all the 
cousins! Not looking good for next 
year, I can feel a crash diet coming 
on. The long range scouts are telling 
me there are less vessels in the 
fishery too and only average catches 
this year, and the size of squid has 
been smaller too. Those kamikaze 
sooty shearwater cousins of mine 
(aka mutton birds) are starting to 
loose their heads! What! Happens 
every year at this time, trying to fatten 
up before for the long migration 
north. 

Chow,  Albert

in 
two years 

female 

female's 
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Vessel operators must report to the 
DWG any breaches of the seabird 
triggers.  These triggers are currently 3 
seabirds in any 24 hour period or 10 
birds in any seven day period. 

I would also like to remind operators 
that MFish is planning to implement 
regulations which will allow for the 
MFish Chief Executive to impose 
vessel-specific regulations for vessels 
that are not following their VMPs. 

Foreign charter vessel operators 
should also be aware that compliance 
with VMPs is one of the factors that is 
specifically considered when the Chief 
Executive is making a decision on 
whether or not to approve re-
registration of a foreign charter vessel. reasonable cost and without impacting Good progress has been made by 

fishing returns, we should.the Deepwater Group Ltd to ensure 
all trawl vessels longer than 28m 

The captains out on the water are not have the required VMP developed 
the ones writing the cheques. More and in place, that crew are fully 
than $1 M/year is levied off industry for trained on what they are required to 
research into seabird issues.  This do, and that the necessary pro-
does not include all the management cesses are in place to follow up with 
time/travel etc from DoC, MFish,  vessels and vessel operators should 
DWG and SeaFIC. issues arise. 

We have now tested or investigated The responsibility of ensuring these 
enough devices and procedures to VMPs deliver on what was prom-
know what works and what doesn't. ised, as well as the long-term 
We don't need to spend more money. success of the VMP programme as 
What has to happen is that vessel an alternative to regulation, now 
operators and captains need to carry rests with the individual vessel 
out the basic, known management operators. 
measures properly at sea and follow 
the VMP. Easier said than done? Aoife Ann Martin
Maybe some captains still see more Manager Deepwater Fisheries

Fisheries Operations, Ministry of Fisheries value from their crew's time by not 
wasting time on seabird measures? 

You Can Lead A Horse To Water Mitigation devices alone won't fix this; 
the captain's willingness to write, Industry agreed standards for 
implement and follow his VMP is the seabird mitigation, like the VMP can, 
only cost-effective way forward. This is to some, be of lesser importance 
about people, not seabirds. We have when compared to the hundreds of 
led the horse to water, what will it take regulations around fishing, and 
for him to drink? The question is if we effort does tend to be concentrated 
did all this better, would the costs to where the greatest risk is. Seabird 
industry be reduced? It must happen mitigation measures are important 
in the end.to industry for more than just public 

perception reasons, fisheries 
John Cleal    access, and market access. When 
FV Management Services

we can effectively reduce the 
captures of protected species, at a 
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WHICH COUSIN OF 
MINE IS THIS?

This cousin has been known to 
jump the 'species fence' and pair 

up with the NZ Black browed 
albatross.

BE IN TO WIN: Albert Ross’ cap 
and the “Field Guide to New 

Zealand Seabirds”

If you know the name of this bird then 
email your answer, name, postal 

address and date of publication to 
albertross@fishinfo.co.nz

The cousin of last month:
Northern Giant Petrel


